
Small Tote Bag And Scarf 

 
Finished Size of Bag: 11" x 12" 

Finished Size of Scarf: 9" x 67½" 
Materials: 
1 Charm Pack - 42 Charm Squares 
½m Contrasting Fabric (lining) 
½m Flannel Fabric (Scarf backing) 
2 Scraps of Fabric for Pocket (5½" x 9½") (Optional) 
Magnetic Clasps 
1" Square of Thick Interfacing 
Wadding 
Rotary Cutter & Mat 
Ruler 
Threads 
 
Small Tote 
Method: 
1) Pick out 12 Charm squares and make 4 rows of 3 squares. Join 2 rows together to make 2 units of 6 squares. 
Press. 
 

 
2) From contrasting lining fabric, cut a piece of material - 7" x 13½" - and attach to square units - Unit A 
  

 
 
 

3) Measure Unit A and cut wadding and rest of contrasting fabric (lining) to size of Unit A. 
4) Place wadding on wrong side of Unit A and pin together. Quilt as desired. If wadding catches in machine, 
add muslin or calico to back of wadding so wadding is sandwiched between Unit A and calico/wadding. 
5) Using scrap fabric, cut 2 pieces to 5½" x 9½", make a pocket. With right sides together, sew round and 
leaving an opening for turning. Press seams, clip corners, turn and press again. Sew onto lining about 4" down 
from lining top. 
 
 
 
 



6) Centre and iron interfacing to the wrong sides of the lining about 1½" from lining tops - that is on both sides. 
Inside magnetic clasps into fabric through interfacing. 
7) With right sides facing, fold Unit A in half length-wise and sew down both sides. Align bottom and side edge, 
measure 1" from the tip and sew. Repeat for other side.  
8) Repeat step 7 for lining. 
9) Make straps from rest of contrasting fabric - join fabric if required for desired length. 
10) With right sides facing, place lining unit into bag body unit making sure to align edges and seams. 
11) Insert straps between lining and bag unit with strap loops facing downwards inside bag. Position straps 
about 2½" from edges. 
12) Sew around top leaving space for turning. 
13) Turn bag inside out through opening. Push lining into bag and top stitch round the top of the bag to seal 
opening. 
14) Embellish as desired and enjoy!!! 
Follow above steps to make second tote bag. 

 

Scarf 
Method: 
1) Using remaining 30 squares from charm pack. 
2) Sew them in pairs. Then sew the 15 pairs together to make the scarf top. 
 
 
 
3) Using Flannel fabric, cut 4½" x W of fabric. Sew together along the short ends. Press. 
4) With right sides together, sew together top and backing leaving an opening for turning. 
5) Press, trim corners and turn around pushing out corners. Topstitch around the scarf edge. 
6) Enjoy!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
Keep the 1 remaining charm square for another project. :-) 


